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CDC Director Goes Off Script, Warns Of
“Impending Doom”
Fears U.S. Will Suffer Europe’s Fate Amid Spring Covid Spike
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“When I first started at CDC two months
ago,” said CDC Director Dr. Rochelle Walensky
on Monday, “I promised I would tell the truth,
even when it wasn’t the news you wanted to hear.
Now is one of those times when I have to share
the truth and I have to hope and trust you will
listen.”
CDC Director Dr. Rochelle Walensky via Twitter

Dr. Walensky then grew emotional as she
recalled on her experiences treating Covid-19
patients who were alone at the end of their lives
because loved ones could not risk infection.

infections now total about 60,000 cases per day.
Dr. Walensky warned that without sustained
contrary action, the country could follow Europe
into another spike in cases and suffer another
wave of deaths.
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